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Abstract

Withdrawal is an essential component of classical addiction theory; it is a vital manifestation of dependence and motivates relapse. However, the traditional conceptualization of withdrawal as a cohesive collection of symptoms that emerge during drug deprivation and decline with either the passage of time or reinstatement of drug use, may be inadequate to explain scientific findings or fit with modern theories of addiction. This article expands the current understanding of tobacco withdrawal by examining: (1) withdrawal variability; (2) underlying causes of withdrawal variability, including biological and person factors, environmental influences, and the influence of highly routinized behavioral patterns; (3) new withdrawal symptoms that allow for enhanced characterization of the withdrawal experience; and (4) withdrawal-related cognitive processes. These topics provide guidance regarding the optimal assessment of withdrawal and illustrate the potential impact modern withdrawal conceptualization and assessment could have on identifying treatment targets.

Introduction

This article is based, in part, on the 2014 Russell–Jarvik Early Investigator talk given at the SRNT Annual Meeting in Seattle. The goal of this article is to explore the construct of withdrawal, identify how modern theories and research inform our understanding of the construct, and provide insights into how withdrawal should be assessed and treated. This article is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all extant withdrawal research, but rather a thought piece that examines a wide body of withdrawal research. For instance, this review focuses, to some degree, on two types of withdrawal symptoms (craving and negative affect) because these have the strongest relations with smoking motivation (eg, cessation outcomes) and because much of the extant research focuses on these two symptoms.

Withdrawal: Classical Addiction Theory

Classical addiction theory posits that: (1) the development of dependence produces withdrawal symptoms that appear following discontinuation of drug use and (2) those withdrawal symptoms motivate drug use reinstatement.4-9 (Figure 1). In fact, withdrawal is a major criterion used to determine whether an agent is addictive.4 Scientists have identified self-reported nicotine withdrawal symptoms that meet this definition, including craving, negative affect, sleep disturbance, increased hunger and appetite and impaired concentration,6-9 all of which emerge among dependent smokers during decreased tobacco intake.10-13 However, despite use of valid self-report measures of withdrawal,14,15 data often do not conform to the classical definition of withdrawal as a set of symptoms that emerge following discontinuation of drug use, diminishes over time, motivates drug use, and is ameliorated by subsequent drug use. In other words, many studies have not found the expected relations among dependence, withdrawal, and cessation success.16-19 For instance, classical theory and some modern research suggest that withdrawal peaks within approximately 2 weeks and in some cases returns to baseline levels within that time.
However, other studies find that withdrawal symptoms last more than 2 weeks\textsuperscript{12,23} or that dependence is not highly correlated with subsequent withdrawal during a cessation attempt\textsuperscript{14} or that withdrawal severity does not predict cessation success.\textsuperscript{15} While these discrepancies may be due to methodological issues (eg, studying motivated quitters vs. general population of smokers; prospective vs. retrospective data), these data suggest that there may be a larger problem with the current understanding and assessment of withdrawal.

It may be that the anomalous findings regarding withdrawal’s timecourse and its relations with dependence and relapse result from an insufficient understanding of withdrawal. The goal of this article is to discuss four areas intended to broaden understanding of withdrawal: (1) withdrawal variability, including symptom heterogeneity (ie, how symptoms can vary across dimensions such as timing, severity, type of symptom, and interrelations among symptoms) and individual variability (ie, how symptoms can vary across individuals) and how both types of variability are related to outcome; (2) underlying causes of withdrawal variability—this includes biological and person factors, environmental influences, and the influence of highly routinized behavioral patterns; (3) novel withdrawal symptoms that allow for an enhanced characterization of the withdrawal experience; and (4) withdrawal-related cognitive processes. Finally, this article will discuss how these areas inform the assessment of withdrawal.

**Variability in Withdrawal Manifestation and Relations With Outcome**

Withdrawal has long been conceptualized as a syndrome, a co-occurring set of symptoms, traditionally assessed via standard self-report withdrawal measures that tap the various symptoms. These ratings are averaged across symptoms to compute a single indicator of withdrawal.\textsuperscript{8,9} However, the withdrawal instruments themselves and subsequent research into individual withdrawal symptoms emphasize the multidimensional nature of withdrawal\textsuperscript{21,26} (although see\textsuperscript{8,9,27}). Further, research has shown symptom heterogeneity in trajectory and severity over time, consistent with the variability of withdrawal symptoms for other drugs.\textsuperscript{26,29} For instance, one study found that negative affect decreased after quitting, but not as precipitously as craving (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{30}

Research using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) data, which assess how participants are thinking, feeling, and behaving in real-time throughout the day, examines variability over time in withdrawal patterns even more closely. One EMA study found that although negative affect and craving may have similar average trajectories over the first 10 days postquit, they exhibit very distinct patterns over time (Figure 3):\textsuperscript{31} negative affect appears to be relatively low, peaking occasionally, especially postquit, whereas craving is considerably more variable, both pre-quit and postquit. EMA research has also illustrated individual variability in symptoms. For instance, one study found that craving and negative affect showed dramatically different profiles between individuals.\textsuperscript{32} Taken together, these findings illustrate the variability in withdrawal which could be due to both the heterogeneity of symptom time courses as well as individual variability among smokers attempting to quit.

Laboratory research has also illustrated variability in withdrawal, namely in the timing of the emergence of withdrawal symptoms. For instance, one study using both objective and self-report measures of withdrawal found that heart rate decreased between baseline and 60
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**Figure 2.** Variable withdrawal symptom trajectory.\textsuperscript{30} Note. Aggregate time course of the individual symptom measures used in this article. Data points represent mean ratings from the whole sample for each factor score at the corresponding time point. Profiles are depicted in Z-score space to eliminate differences in scaling. B1 = 8 days precessation; B2 = 4 days precessation; QD = quit day. Remaining axis labels represent the number of days postquit.
minutes of abstinence, whereas reaction time slowed among abstaining participants after 30 minutes of abstinence. Anger emerged after only 60 minutes, while anxiety didn’t emerge until 120 minutes of deprivation and concentration difficulties after 180 minutes of deprivation. These findings illustrate another important source of variability—negative affect. It is clear from this research, as well as affective neuroscience findings, that negative affect as a construct varies considerably in the degree of negative valence, the level of arousal, and neurobiological underpinnings. Current research is working to unpack the variability of negative affect in the context of drug use.

Individual variability in the timing of the onset and severity of different withdrawal symptoms has been shown to be related to dependence indices and cessation outcome. These findings suggest that variability in symptom onset, time course, and phenomenology, as well as individual differences in symptom manifestation, may partially explain why using average estimates of withdrawal do not show consistent relations with dependence and cessation. For instance, in one study craving and negative affect each independently predicted cessation outcome in a multivariate model, suggesting that they offer unique insight into cessation success and researchers may not be well-served by averaging all withdrawal symptoms into a single withdrawal construct. Further, modern analytic techniques have revealed that symptoms’ relations with relapse are not consistent over time. Specifically, time-varying effects models revealed that craving consistently predicts outcome during the first 2 weeks postquit, but that the relation between negative affect and relapse increases over the course of the first 2 weeks postquit. These findings suggest that variability in withdrawal—both symptom heterogeneity and individual variability—is important to account for when considering withdrawal in a more comprehensive manner.

Taken together, these findings suggest that different withdrawal symptoms have different time courses. Even withdrawal symptoms that appear to have similar average time courses or trajectories may still show important variability in real-time symptom ratings. Symptom heterogeneity and individual variability have been related to cessation success, illustrating the importance of understanding withdrawal symptoms (eg, urge, negative affect) as individual constructs with unique onset timing, peaks, and variability as well as unique relations with dependence and cessation success. Understanding this variability may enhance our conceptualization of the relapse process and inform treatment for smokers trying to quit. For instance, understanding the variability in a smoker’s withdrawal symptoms (eg, low levels of negative affect with intermittent spikes) and how these manifest over time (eg, a spike in negative affect produces larger and larger spikes in craving over time) could inform adaptive treatment strategies.

Underlying Causes of Withdrawal Variability
Understanding the underlying causes of withdrawal variability can provide insight into how discontinuing drug use can produce such heterogeneous symptoms that vary across people and across time and could aid in treatment development and assignment. According to classical addiction theory, the elicitation of withdrawal is driven by internal cues (ie, falling drug levels, although Wikler and others suggested environmental elicitation of withdrawal more than 40 years ago). That is, the body senses low levels of drug and produces withdrawal symptoms that motivate drug use. Within this context, variability in symptom manifestation and the timing of symptom onset would be consistent with different underlying biology. However, research suggests that classical withdrawal,
conceptualized from a strictly biological perspective as evidenced when drug is removed and resolved over time or when when drug is reinstated (either through nicotine replacement or resumption of smoking), may be insufficient to account for the breadth of findings regarding the withdrawal phenomenon.2,23 Therefore, it may be important to consider underlying causes of withdrawal that go beyond symptoms that emerge in response to loss of the addictive molecules (ie, pharmacologic or biological withdrawal) to include the emergence of symptoms due to environmental influences (ie, cue reactivity) or to the absence of the drug self-administration ritual (ie, behavioral withdrawal). One does not have to define withdrawal in this broad manner, but retaining a classical definition of withdrawal may necessitate changes in experimental approaches such as developing new assessments given that self-report of withdrawal symptoms in real-life paradigms will to be influenced by cues and other aspects of the drug self-administration ritual in addition to pharmacologic withdrawal. This article will explore three potential causes of withdrawal symptoms and variability: biological and person factors, environmental, and behavioral.

Biological Causes and Person-Factor Modulators of Withdrawal

Research on the neurobiology of withdrawal suggests one source of withdrawal variability is that symptoms emerge via activation of different neurobiological pathways. Specifically, recent neural imaging work suggests that craving and other withdrawal symptoms are instantiated through distinct neural paths.43 This is consistent with the work of Curtin et al.44 who posited that motivational prods such as negative affect have been shown to be evidenced through “bottom up” processes involving the activation of subcortical structures, consistent with the motivational power of withdrawal symptoms such as negative affect, while cognitive or “top down” processes related to cognitive control were linked to craving.

Research studies with animals and humans have further demonstrated biological underpinnings of withdrawal symptom heterogeneity and individual variability in withdrawal. For instance, research using genetic knockout animals has shown that different nicotinic receptors are implicated in distinct withdrawal symptoms (eg, anhedonia, somatic signs, place aversion; see43 for review). Similarly, human research has shown that genetic variants coding for nicotinic receptors and dopamine receptors are differentially related to withdrawal severity and reward sensitivity during deprivation.45–48 These findings suggest that genetic variability is linked to withdrawal symptom variability and individual variability. Further, given the genetic underpinnings of dependence,46–48 it may be that connections between dependence and withdrawal could be better elucidated by examining the shared and independent genetic influences on specific dependence and withdrawal phenotypes.

Animal research has also demonstrated that person factors such as low impulsivity and gender are related to specific withdrawal symptom manifestation and differences in stress-related withdrawal symptoms, respectively.15–34 Research using two national samples of adult smokers found that while mental illness was associated with more severe withdrawal, in general, anxiety-related withdrawal symptoms were especially prevalent among those with internalizing disorders.46 Further, research has shown that smokers with a history of panic attacks, generalized anxiety disorder, or social phobia report more severe nicotine withdrawal.47,48 These findings suggest that smokers with internalizing disorders, especially anxiety disorders, are more vulnerable to experiencing elevated negative affect following a cessation attempt. Human laboratory research has also shown that gender and temperament facets such as harm avoidance and novelty seeking are related to differential withdrawal symptom manifestation during 12 hours of abstinence.49–52 Taken together, this body of research suggests that individual differences in gender, impulsivity, and negative affect vulnerability can influence a smoker’s withdrawal experience. It should be noted that other person factors might also moderate smokers’ response to withdrawal (eg, distress tolerance, abstinence expectancies41–43).

In sum, different biological and person factors appear to underlie some of the symptom heterogeneity and individual variability in withdrawal experience. However, it is unclear exactly how these factors interact with dependence and cessation outcome. It may be that biological and person factors moderate the relations between withdrawal symptoms and dependence and cessation success. For instance, an anxiety disorder may produce differential dependence manifestations (eg, more negative reinforcement motivation). Moreover, variability in negative affect withdrawal symptoms may differentially influence cessation success among smokers with internalizing disorders (eg, high levels of anxiety during abstinence may present more of a relapse risk for smokers with internalizing disorders). Further research is needed to understand how these underlying factors that influence withdrawal are related to smoker’s ability to quit.

Environmental Withdrawal

Another potential causal factor underlying withdrawal manifestation is environmental cues, which can elicit withdrawal symptoms (eg, negative affect, craving) independent of deprivation.54–56 Such cravings may be relatively unaffected by smoking cessation pharmacotherapy (nicotine replacement therapy, varenicline, or bupropion), which do alleviate cravings related to drug deprivation.55–58 This is consistent with research that suggests different neurobiological pathways for cue-induced versus deprivation-induced craving.52 Importantly, smokers cannot always differentiate whether an urge to smoke stems from a cue-induced versus deprivation-induced craving. Therefore, traditional withdrawal assessments could be enhanced and show stronger relations with dependence or cessation outcomes if the self-report measures take into account variability due to the craving source (ie, if the assessment is trying to capture changes in symptoms due to deprivation but is also able to account for the impact of environmental cues59).

Environmental cues can also interact with deprivation. EMA research has examined the impact of the environment (eg, cues, temptation events, smokers in the environment) on withdrawal symptoms among smokers trying to quit. One such study revealed that both deprivation and temptation events increased negative affect and craving, but smokers reported the greatest negative affect and craving responses when a temptation event was combined with deprivation (ie, during the postquit period41,52). In other words, drug deprivation increases reactivity to environmental cues, and results in increased withdrawal symptomatology, whether it manifests as negative affect or as craving (cf.,77). Brain imaging studies have also shown a larger response to cues during deprivation than when smokers were not deprived.78 These findings suggest that deprivation may further enhance susceptibility to drug cues and temptation events.

Research has also demonstrated that affective and urge reactivity to cues among smokers trying to quit are related to relapse risk.76–78 In addition, reactivity to temptation events or smoking cues is related to dependence motives, specifically secondary dependence motives
Behavioral Withdrawal

In addition to examining biological, person-factor, and environmental underpinnings of withdrawal variability, it may also be important to understand that when a person quits smoking, she/he is withdrawing not only from nicotine per se (i.e., pharmacologic withdrawal) but from smoking, with all its attendant behaviors, cognitions, and rituals. In fact, the American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (APA-DSM) system and others in the field have argued for the term tobacco withdrawal rather than nicotine withdrawal, in light of these issues. 

Behavioral withdrawal produces similar symptoms as pharmacologic withdrawal (e.g., craving, negative affect, loss of concentration). It emerges when a smoker is unable to deliberately engage in the drug use ritual in situations where such use is highly routinized, such as in the presence of cues or stressors, or as a means of coping with negative affect. In other words, when the self-administration ritual has become an integral part of a daily routine and when an interoceptive or exteroceptive cue then elicits the self-administration routine via Pavlovian associations or classical conditioning (e.g., talking on the phone or getting into an argument leads the person to automatically light a cigarette), prevention of the dominant response to use drug leads to behavioral withdrawal symptoms. For instance, not being able to use drug during an interpersonal conflict (a situation during which a smoker routinely uses drug) may heighten attention to the unavailability of drug use, thereby worsening frustration, hopelessness, irritability, and urges to use drug to alleviate these feelings. Behavioral withdrawal results from the conflict between the situation and the inability or resistance to engaging in the dominant response (drug use), thereby enlisting cognitive resources necessary to cope with the situation by either using drug or engaging in alternative behavior. It should be noted that behavioral withdrawal is still somewhat speculative and does not stem from as solid an evidence base as the construct of pharmacologic withdrawal, but it is supported by substantial theory and empirical evidence.

Behavioral withdrawal might explain why smokers report continued craving well beyond the typical 2–4 week biological withdrawal window. For instance, epidemiology research has illuminated the issue of prolonged craving or behavioral withdrawal even among smokers who quit more than 6 months ago, despite biological evidence that suggests that some nicotine receptors have adapted to abstinence within 6–12 weeks. It may be that withdrawal symptoms precipitated by depleted nicotine receptors resolve early in a quit attempt but that behavioral withdrawal can manifest over much longer periods of time as it is elicited in situations in which the self-administration ritual is highly routinized or entrenched, but the smoker does not engage in drug self-administration in that situation.

The influence of behavioral withdrawal, independent of pharmacologic withdrawal, is further evident from research showing that smoking de-nicotinized cigarettes can reduce withdrawal symptoms. In fact, research has shown that the self-administration ritual, independent of drug administration, will activate brain reward and incentive systems, thereby alleviating negative affect. These findings suggest a critical role for the drug self-administration ritual that needs to be assessed and studied further to understand withdrawal in a more comprehensive manner. Incorporating behavioral withdrawal into a broader conceptualization of withdrawal may help make sense of findings that don’t appear to fit with the classical addiction time frame and explain more withdrawal variability.

In sum, viewing the causal underpinnings of withdrawal more comprehensively (rather than being restricted to symptoms that emerge solely as a response to a lack of drug in the system), and including what happens to people and their interaction with their environment when they discontinue drug use, might allow researchers and clinicians to explain more symptom heterogeneity and individual variability. We know that withdrawal symptoms can be elicited via biological, environmental, and behavioral sources and that withdrawal symptoms are motivationally significant regardless of the underlying causal mechanism. However, the causal underpinnings result in differential response to treatment, which would suggest that the source of withdrawal has treatment implications. In other words, behavioral or environmental withdrawal may need to be targeted with psychosocial or behavioral interventions rather than pharmacotherapy (i.e., withdrawal emerging from not using drug in a situation where drug use is entrenched would be better served by developing alternative coping behaviors or avoiding such situations rather than replacing the missing addictive substance). Further, it is unclear whether the source of withdrawal influences the severity of the response and whether this also has important variability. Therefore, it is vital to be able to determine how much variance in withdrawal is due to the different causal factors.

New Withdrawal Symptoms

In addition to expanding the conceptualization of withdrawal, advances in theory and research methodologies have allowed researchers to explore the possibility of other withdrawal symptoms. For instance, modern addiction theory suggests that dependence modulates the reward value of drug and nondrug stimuli such that nicotine is associated with increased responsiveness to rewards (i.e., incentive sensitization theory). If increased reward modulation of behavior is a component of dependence, then one would expect to see a reduction in reward responsiveness during abstinence. Indeed, animal research has shown that animals have a shift in reward threshold during withdrawal. Recent research has also used analogous reward responsiveness tasks with rats and humans and found that both species reported withdrawal-induced reduction in reward responding. This would suggest that anhedonia—the inability to experience pleasure—is a withdrawal symptom. This would be consistent with smokers’ reports that, “nothing is as good when I’m not smoking.” Indeed, a reduction in the rewarding value of life activities would certainly be an aversive state that would motivate a return to drug use.

Recent research using EMA data from smokers attempting to quit reported anhedonia had a trajectory similar to a “traditional”
withdrawal symptom trajectory. Specifically, smokers’ inability to experience pleasure in daily activities, or anhedonia, increased slightly prior to a quit attempt, increased precipitously on the quit day and then returned back to baseline levels within 2 weeks. The postquit increase in anhedonia was correlated with dependence level and predicted cessation outcome, independent of craving, negative affects, and depressed mood. Blunted hedonic response and a self-reported history of anhedonia prior to cessation have also been shown to predict relapse. These findings suggest that anhedonia may be a key withdrawal symptom that has not been included in traditional withdrawal measures or targeted for either behavioral or pharmacological treatment (cf., behavioral activation treatment for smokers).

Including anhedonia as a withdrawal symptom may also provide insight into the high rates of smoking and difficulty quitting among smokers with mental illness. Smokers with schizophrenia and depression diagnoses, two diagnoses that include anhedonia as a major index of underlying pathology, smoke at higher rates than the rest of the US population and research suggests that this higher rate is partially related to the reward value of cigarettes. Understanding anhedonia’s role in maintaining smoking behavior and treating this withdrawal symptom effectively, especially among these high-risk populations, could have important clinical and public health effects.

Researchers have continued to identify other symptoms that may index nicotine withdrawal, including cold symptoms and mouth ulcers and constipation. Six experimental studies found that abstinence increased impatience and this increase had a time-limited effect consistent with a withdrawal symptom. Delay discounting and response inhibition have also been studied in experimental paradigms as potential withdrawal symptoms, but the evidence is unclear at this point. One internet survey examined the performance of 31 additional symptoms (not including anhedonia) but found that only mood swings worsened among those who abstained and sense of smell, sense of taste and sore throat improved with abstinence. While more research is needed on these potential withdrawal symptoms, it is clear that scientists in the field are thinking more broadly about the symptoms one would expect to see when one quits using an addictive substance.

Withdrawal’s Influence on Cognitive Processes

A broader perspective of withdrawal includes looking closely at reactions to withdrawal beyond cessation. For instance, enhanced understanding of how withdrawal can influence key cognitive processes linked to cessation, could provide a broader view of the full impact of withdrawal.

The novel cognitive reaction of cessation fatigue, or being tired of quitting, was put forth by Piasecki and colleagues in 2002 as an important construct in the cessation process—a reaction to withdrawal but not a withdrawal symptom per se. One smoker trying to quit likened watching out for urges and temptation events to guard duty and noted that, “I can stand guard duty during a battle, but standing guard duty for the rest of my life is more than I can bear.” The construct of cessation fatigue is consistent with the strength model of self-regulation, wherein people are able to exert self-control over behavior, but, like a muscle, self-control eventually tires and gives out. In other words, the process of coping with withdrawal symptoms, regardless of their origin, exhausts self-regulatory resources and increases relapse risk. Further, cessation fatigue may also emerge in response to effort exerted to avoid or prevent withdrawal symptoms.

Results from time-varying effects models developed using EMA data from a cessation trial showed that cessation fatigue increases over time and smokers who reported greater craving or negative affect also reported more cessation fatigue. Interestingly, the nature of the relation between craving and negative affect and subsequent cessation fatigue varied over time (eg, elevated negative affect tended to affect fatigue considerably more early in the cessation process while the influence of craving on fatigue unfolded gradually over time). Cessation fatigue was negatively associated with cessation success. Interestingly, combination nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), which has been shown to reduce craving and produce higher abstinence rates relative to a single NRT, was also related to reduced fatigue. These data illustrate the connection between withdrawal, treatment, cessation outcome, and this related construct of cessation fatigue. However, more research is needed to replicate these findings and further explore the impact of cessation fatigue on cessation success and identify optimal treatments to ameliorate such fatigue.

Research has also examined the relations of withdrawal symptoms with more established cognitive processes such as self-efficacy and motivation. One study used EMA data to compare successful early quitters with relapers and found a strong, consistent, negative association over time between confidence in the ability to abstain and urges to smoke among successful quitters but not among relapers, even at the beginning of the quit attempt. This suggests that there may be variability in the ways in which withdrawal influences cognitive and motivational constructs and this variability may be related to relapse risk. It may be that to comprehensively understand the connection between withdrawal and cessation, researchers also need to understand how specific withdrawal symptoms influence cognitive and motivational constructs and whether these influences differ based on the underlying cause of the withdrawal symptoms (eg, do smokers experience greater fatigue when they are battling cue-reactive craving vs. deprivation-related craving).

Withdrawal Assessment

Overall, these findings illustrate the value of expanding our definition and evaluation of withdrawal. An expanded perspective may also be informative when considering withdrawal syndromes of other drugs (eg, alcohol, stimulants, and opioids). Withdrawal is not a monolithic construct that can easily be assessed via an average of self-report symptoms. Rather, the extant research reveals something that smokers have known for years—namely, that withdrawal experiences can vary widely, even within persons within days. This variability in phenomenology can result from individual differences in underlying neurophysiology and genetics, different environmental stimuli, or behavioral withdrawal. It is this variability, in part, that makes it difficult to develop a standard treatment that works for all smokers at all times.

This research also reveals that scientists may not be using optimal measures of withdrawal, with respect to what is measured and how it is measured. With respect to what is measured, it could be that expanded withdrawal assessments that include reactivity to smoking cues, behavioral withdrawal, and reward functioning (ie, anhedonia), might provide additional insight into withdrawal and its consequences, including cognitive processes (eg, fatigue, motivation, and self-efficacy) and relapse as well as improving the ability to detect the relation between withdrawal and dependence.
How withdrawal is measured also merits further consideration. Historically, withdrawal assessment has been driven largely by observable symptoms (e.g., decreased heart rate and reaction time, seizures, hypothermia, pupil size) and then by what people could report on (e.g., cravings, negative affect). However, research has demonstrated that withdrawal symptoms such as craving and negative affect can be generated from different causes (e.g., cues vs. deprivation), via different biological pathways, and respond differently to cessation pharmacotherapy. These findings speak to the need to develop assessments that can disentangle the source of the withdrawal symptoms—cravings stemming from nicotine deprivation versus craving induced by cue exposure; negative affect stemming from deprivation versus due to negative life events or difficulty regulating affect (as suggested by Addicott et al.\(^7\)). For instance, modern neurocognitive processing research or information processing tasks in which the self-administration ritual is administered independent of drug administration would allow researchers to evaluate these processes in the laboratory context. Of course, such an assessment would not be practical for many research and clinical applications, but such an assessment might provide critical information that would allow researchers to refine or develop more targeted assessments. Further, if negative affect is a universal withdrawal symptom,\(^12\) and it exerts effects preconsciously, then researchers need to develop an appropriate information processing assessment instrument, given smokers’ inability to provide self-report on preconscious phenomena (e.g., response time\(^12\)). In sum, our assessment of withdrawal needs to move beyond what is observable or accessible via self-report to tap processes and effects one would expect to see based on theory and research.

The limitations of the current withdrawal assessments, both in content and approach, may also explain the difficulty in linking withdrawal to dependence and to cessation failure.\(^24,25\) For instance, some research has shown that withdrawal symptoms are related to relapse;\(^12\) however, some smokers relapse without reporting withdrawal symptoms.\(^11,12,13,24,25\) Further, many smokers experience significant withdrawal symptoms and yet manage to quit successfully. A more accurate assessment of withdrawal that goes beyond self-report would provide insight into the withdrawal phenomenon and thereby into the links between dependence and withdrawal, and between withdrawal and cessation. Optimal withdrawal assessments would be sensitive to: (1) different symptoms domains, (2) varying symptom trajectories over time, (3) underlying causes (e.g., biology, person-factor influences, environmental effects, behavioral withdrawal), and (4) relations with key consequences (e.g., fatigue) that may mediate clinical outcomes.

**Summary**

The classical theory of addiction posits that dependence results in withdrawal symptoms due to absence of drug in the system, and withdrawal symptoms, in turn, motivate a return to drug use (Figure 1). This article proposes that Figure 1 be expanded to account for discrepant findings regarding the relations among the addiction triad and incorporate new research and theoretical perspectives. In Figure 4, withdrawal symptoms have been expanded to include anhedonia as well as negative affect and craving—all of which may have variable timing, underlying neurobiology, and relations with outcomes. The different causal influences on withdrawal symptoms are illustrated in the unshaded circles and include constructs such as genetic variants, impulsivity, environmental cues and reactivity, highly-routinized self-administration rituals, and negative affect vulnerability as well as drug deprivation. These are included to illustrate how the causal underpinnings of withdrawal can influence variability in withdrawal expression, cessation success, and response to treatment. Finally, the effects of withdrawal on cognitive processes (i.e., cessation fatigue, self-efficacy, and motivation; lightly shaded) are included to depict a broader impact of withdrawal and how such influences might subsequently influence cessation risk. By conceptualizing withdrawal more broadly, as what happens when a person tries to stop smoking, this more complex picture develops. The research reviewed here suggests the need for a shift in the conceptualization and assessment of withdrawal to allow researchers and clinicians to develop and tailor interventions to better treat this phenomenon that is so critical to successful cessation.
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